Tanzania:
Global Engagement Grant

Field Report
The following report details Dr. Aggie Weighill’s visit to Tanzania in June
2019 and is submitted to fulfill the terms of the Global Engagement Grant.

Queen Elizabeth Scholars

Erin Normandeau – QES Intern with Tanzania Tourism Board in Arusha
June 1 – I spent the day with Erin and three other Canadian students volunteering through Uniterra (Students Without Borders). All
told a similar story: a) a general lack of communication on the Canadian side, b) good support and introduction from their incountry liaisons, and c) a slow start to the work in the field. Erin noted that the TTB generally hosts long-term volunteers and she
felt that there was limited commitment to bringing short-term (3 month) volunteers up to speed. That being said she was: a)
enjoying her work experience, b) able to apply her education, and c) learning more about community-based cultural tourism
enterprises (CTEs). Note: A more formal relationship with the TTB may help to reduce the downtime and improve overall
experience.
June 2 – Met with Catherine Lyamuya, Research & Development Officer with TTB, Arusha Branch (Erin’s supervisor), and spoke of
opportunities for future volunteers and potential connections with QES master’s students and VIU graduate and undergraduate
researchers in the future. Catherine indicated that there is always a need for trained volunteers and that the TTB would be
interested in supporting students who research topics of relevance (particularly the 3 QES masters students).

Witness and Brighton – QES Master of Sustainable Leisure Management Students.
June 4 – Met with colleagues from the College of African Wildlife Management (CAWM) and two of the incoming MASLM students.
The first session included Dr. Jafari Kideghesho (Rector), Dr. Baker Masuruli (Head of Dept. - Wildlife Tourism), Dr. Rehema Shoo
(Lecturer – Wildlife Tourism), Dr. Kokel Melubo (Senior Lecturer – Wildlife Tourism) as well as a few others (names unknown). At
this meeting the Rector was reminded of the long-term partnership with VIU (i.e., PAPR and now QES) and my previous visits to the
campus. Gratitude for the scholarships was voiced, and it was noted that all three are currently employed by CAWM and the
scholarships are seen as an essential step in helping the school improve its programs. We also discussed my plans to return to
Tanzania in 2020 and it was requested that I assist in the development of new tourism programming at both the bachelors and
masters levels.

I met two of the incoming QES funded masters students – Witness and Brighton – but was unable to connect with the third –
Patricia – as she was ill. At the preliminary meeting we discussed the state of their visa applications as well as general preparation
for coming to Canada. The discussion largely focused what they could expect regarding climate, classroom culture, and Canadian
customs. Despite previously agreement on the timing of my visit and the availability of the three students (confirmation with the
Head of Research, Consultancy, and Postgraduate studies) it turned out that Witness and Brighton were in the field for the first
week of my visit. Wednesday and Thursday of my first week were also national holidays due to the end of Ramadan and faculty
were also not able to meet until the following week.
June 9 – I had breakfast with Erin and other Canadian interns in Arusha. We confirmed plans for her to travel to Moshi where she
met with Witness and Brighton. I also used the opportunity to check in on her work – she was still struggling with the slow pace but
was developing a strategy for making the most of her time.

Witness and Brighton – Presenting Research Proposals at CAWM
June 10 – I travelled to the Mweka campus of CAWM to meet with Witness and Brighton. We focused on their research interests
and the type of articles/documents that they will be required to read/use in the MASLM program. After our conversation I was
invited to attend a session where faculty teams presented research proposals. Both Witness and Brighton presented and handled
question from the group. This session highlighted that they have a solid foundation that will assist with their progress and success
in the MASLM program. I gave them some homework to focus on for our next meeting – unfortunately that was delayed.
June 11 & 12 – I was unable to go to CAWM due to the effects of Malaria. Erin arrived in the afternoon of June 12 – she checked into
Kinderoko, but I did not join her for dinner.
June 13 – Erin and I breakfast together and discussed her internship and our visit to CAWM. We travelled to CAWM to meet with
Witness and Brighton where Erin spoke of her experiences as a VIU students. At this session they asked Erin and I more questions
about learning at VIU and presented their thesis research ideas. We only met for 2 hours before my energy was depleted.
I was not able to join everyone for dinner on the 13th; however, Erin made arrangements for other Canadian interns in Moshi to join
them for dinner. Reports from Witness, Brighton, and Erin suggest that the dinner was very successful and that good connections
were made. Erin indicated that she was hoping to connect with them again before returning to Canada.

ISTEP – Partnership Maintenance

Neema – Campus Manager of the National College of Tourism at Kilifair Tourism Tradeshow
June 8 – Kilifair is the largest tourism tradeshow in East Africa and VIU partners – NCT and CAWM – as well as other aligned groups
(e.g., TTB, Tanzania National Parks, and the Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism) all participate. I met with Neema at the
event and we visited booths, she introduced me to a few organizations, and updated me on activities at NCT Arusha. She indicated
that they are looking at expanding the programming in Arusha and was hopeful that they will be able to offer the new Event
Management program in the future.

NCT Bustani Campus – Mary and new Housekeeping Instructor
June 17 – I visited the Bustani campus of NCT to check-in with ISTEP partners. Unfortunately, Dr. Shogo was out of the country;
however, I met with Francisco, Mary, and Boniface (Acting CEO). Francisco updated me on the Tourism and Hospitality curriculum
review – indicating that they had not been able to meet to address feedback from NACTE. We also talked about mentorship and
noted that one strategy for encouraging new instructors (i.e., those not involved in ISTEP) would be to pair them with tutors who
were involved in ISTEP (and therefore know the VIU faculty). We discussed whether ‘group’ mentorship could help those who may
be nervous of being judged – he felt that this may be a good technique.

I spent most of my time with Mary who gave me a tour of the completed hotel rooms (they look great and will be a good
accommodation option for future visits to NCT) and voiced her concerns about taking over the leadership of the Event
Management Diploma. We met with the Boniface – Director of Finance and Acting CEO – to discuss the role of program leadership
and mentorship from within NCT, and her ability to connect with Peter, Jonelle, Jean-Guy, and I. I also indicated that I would be
happy to guest lecture in the program when I return in 2020.

Reflections: Outcomes Met?
There were three primary outcomes for this Global Engagement Grant:
1.
2.
3.

Connect with incoming QES Masters Students to help them prepare for learning at VIU (in MASLM) and life in Canada;
Connect with current VIU Students in Tanzania on QES internships with Uniterra; and
Connect with existing academic partners in Tanzania – NCT and CAWM.

Reflections on success:
1.

2.

3.

While I would have liked to be able to spend more time with Witness and Brighton, I do feel that the time and effort spent
with them was worthwhile. They now have a better understanding of what to expect at VIU/in Canada, and I was able to
reinforce a few key messages (e.g., the cost of living and that their scholarships do not provide extra $$ to be given to
family and the pace of the MASLM program). I was also able to assess their current skills and knowledge of academic
literature, APA, and research – all of which are acceptable. Unfortunately, I did not meet Patricia in person but was able to
communicate with her via WhatsApp. Brighton and Witness are also close to Patricia and committed to sharing knowledge
and resources (a preparatory reading list) with her.
Days before I arrived, Jeffrey and Charlynn were transferred to Dar es Salaam so I did not meet them while in Arusha and
they were not able to join Erin to meet Witness and Brighton at CAWM. It was unfortunate that Erin’s arrival in Moshi
coincided with my health issues; however, this presented an opportunity for her to host Witness and Brighton for dinner
without me (i.e., resulting in freer conversation). Erin was also connected to a few other Canadian Uniterra/QES interns in
the Moshi area that she invited to join them for dinner. My time spent with Erin was good as I was able to get a better
sense of the challenges of the third-party intern program while also getting to meet her supervisor. I did reach out to Jeff
and Charlynn while in Dar, but they were in the field and we were unable to connect.
Meeting with Neema, Mary, and Francisco was good and it allowed me to communicate our ongoing commitment to NCT.
Between holidays, teaching schedules (CAWM), and my health challenges, I was not able to spend as much time with my
colleagues at the CAWM as I would have liked. Fortunately, I am connected with most of them through social media and/or
know them well enough that I will be able to adequately plan for a longer partnership building/activity filled visit in 2020.

